The Australian Nuclear Science
and Technology Organisation
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The Lucas Heights Research Laboratories (LHRL) are
situated in a bushland setting on the Woronora Plateau
30 km south-west of the Sydney central business district
with ready access to the main highways connecting
Sydney with the south and south-west. The site is
convenient to Sydney, the western suburbs, and
the Illawarraand Macarthur districts.
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The laboratories
house the
Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation (ANSTO)
plus
the
Division of Energy
Chemistry and other units of the
Commonwealth
Scientific
and
Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO).
With over 1200 staff and a budget
of more than $65 million per year,
LHRL is the largest
applied
research facility in New South
Wales and one of the largest in
Australia. The research programs
encompass all of the generic
technologies and are fully supported by extensive information and
computing facilities, as well as
engineering design and manufacturing
capability.
Engineering
competence includes the ability to
work to Offsets specifications in
several important areas.

1. Computer centre
2. Printery & graphic design
3. Stick model of cyclosporin structure, elucidated at ANSTO
and Brookhaven using neutron diffraction techniques
•). LHRL Library
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The proposed Lucas Heights Technology Park will be
a. unique Australian development that will unite the
applied research programs of government, tertiary and
industry sectors. It is envisaged that the development
will consist of two components:
•
f.:

an Incubator Facility providing
space for industry to:
O interact with and exploit the
results of research being performed at LHRL;
O establish pilot plant operations drawing upon the
resources of LHRL and associated institutes;
O provide guidance to LHRL
on the optimum directions
for new research projects;
O participate in special training
courses or other activities
designed
to
upgrade
educational
standards
or
competence.

o and a Technology Estate run
on commercial lines providing
space for industry to establish
viable businesses based on the
outcome of research in the
laboratories or Incubator Facility,
or on high technologies relevant
to the work of the laboratories.
Companies locating in the Technology Park will have ready access
to LHRL staff and facilities at
competitive rates. Collaborative
research programs and secondment to and from industry will be
promoted.

PROFILE OF BUSINESSES
LIKELY TO BENEFIT

Organisations or entrepreneurs
active in fields allied to those in
which LHRL is competent are the
most likely to benefit initially from
a Lucas Heights location. Subsequently, as the Technology Park
grows, the spectrum of likely
tenants will broaden as newcomers
move in either to service or to be
near established tenants.
Other high value-added technology manufacturers will be able
to avail themselves of a welldeveloped scientific and industrial
infrastructure and of new directions
in the R&D programs.

Australians have never been short of ideas on which
to base new industrial development. The output of
our universities and research institutes is high and
universally respected; and yet we have failed to translate
many of these ideas into industrial practice. As a consequence, Australian industry survives, in the main,
on technology imported from overseas whilst the results
of Australian research remain unexploited.
This failure in technology transfer
can only be redressed by the
closest interaction between industry,
universities
and
applied
research institutes. This interaction
must be two ways to ensure:
«

that the programs of the
institutes are appropriate to
industry needs; and
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that the results of research are
made available to industry to
be exploited commercially.

Australia's
high
technology
manufacturers are often new, small
and growing fast. Typically, they
have started on the basis of a single
product which originated in an
Australian research laboratory. In
many cases, such companies are
unable to maintain their initial rapid
growth because they lack either
finance or access to ancillary but
imperative backup research and
resources. This is a well recognised
international problem, one solution
to which has been the establishment overseas of science and high
technology parks adjacent to public
research institutions.
Offsets
Of particular current concern is
the inability of many Australian
firms to take up work under the
Offsets Programs. Commonly this is
the result of either the lack of
experience of working to the particular specification or the inability
to perform a small but vital part of
the Offset contract (e.g. quality
assurance to Defence Department
standards). Because of the very
strict
testing
and
inspection
requirements of nuclear facilities,
ANSTO has abundant experience in
these areas. It is envisaged that
private service companies established at Lucas Heights could
absorb and then promote such
techniques for use by Australian
industry.
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Research into science parks in the US indicates that
the successful parks developed in areas where professionals wanted to live; typical examples are the
Californian, Boston and Florida developments where
the preferred location is adjacent to a major university
or research institute.
Originally, the Lucas Heights site
was chosen as the home for the
then new AAEC because of its
remoteness. Thirty years later,
Lucas Heights is now central to
three major regions:
*
•
o

central Sydney and Mascot
airport
the western suburbs
Macarthur and
Illawarra
districts.

In Sydney, the major tertiary
institutions are not only built out but
also lie at the end of the daily rushhour commuter lines. Adjacent to
Lucas Heights are the riverside
residential suburbs of Menai and
Bangor; fifteen minutes away is Port
Hacking and the Royal National
Park, and 35 minutes away (in
opposite
directions)
are
rural
Camden and the beaches of Austinmer and Wombarra. In all cases the
routes to Lucas
Heights
are
relatively free of rush-hour traffic.
Additionally, Alfords Point Bridge
links Lucas Heights to Sydney's
inner west and the north shore.
11. Optical micrograph Of La Bg Cu3 Oy _ superconductor^
fabricated at LHRL
I 2. Accelerator beam lines
I 3. Crystal structure ot twinned perovsklte. one of the titanates
used in Synroc
I 4 Ceramics fabrication undor nitrogen atmosphere
I 5 Transmission electron microscope with rnicroanalyser
| 6 Lucas Heights Research Laboratories showing Technology
Park site
I 7. Optical rmcrogi tiph of heat tinted rolled titanium

Sydney's central business district
can be reached in 50 minutes by
car or a 50-minute car and train
journey via Sutherland railway
station. Sydney's airport at Mascot
is a 40-minute car journey away.
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Lucas Heights offers the best of
both worlds — a rural environment
on the edge of one of the world's
premier cities.
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HEIGHTS TECHNOLOGY PARK

The organisations at LHRL have multi-talented teams
of scientific and technical staff covering many fields.
Thus, in addition to nuclear
physicists and radiochemists. LHRL
employs
materials
scientists;
mechanical, electrical and chemical
engineers:
organic
and
inorganic
chemists:
biologists,
geologists, mathematicians, computer scientists, plus many highly
skilled technical and trades staff.
LHRL has capacity for theoretical
analysis, laboratory experiments,
concept demonstration, engineering
design
and development, and
operation of pilot plants.

ANSTO
ANSTO's primary mission is the
development
and
transfer
of
nuclear techniques to industry,
medicine, agriculture and science,
with emphasis on the successful
commercial exploitation of such
techniques by Australian industry.
The nature of nuclear science and
engineering is such that a very
broad cross section of technical
competence is required, together
with an interdisciplinary approach.
ANSTO has expertise specifically
in the fields of:
o
•
o
o
o
•
®
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high-tech ceramics and
composites
materials development and
evaluation
particle beam and irradiation
techniques
fine and flexible balancing
risk and reliability analysis
heat transfer and fluid flow
non-destructive testing
analogue electronics
plasma physics and
engineering
radiation sterilisation
isotope tracing
environmental monitoring and
assessment
toxicity testing
radiopharmaceuticais and
monoclonal antibodies
semiconductor radiation
detectors
information storage and
retrieval.
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Commercial Activities
The best known example of ANSTO's commercial
activities is in the field of nuclear medicine. ANSTO's
Australian
Radioisotopes
is
Australia's
central
radiopharmacy. On a 24-hour turnaround basis readyto-inject preparations, unlabelled carrier kits and
technetium-99 generators are made at Lucas Heights
and shipped to hospitals and nuclear medicine
specialists throughout Australia.
Other
commercial
initiatives
include the bulk irradiation of pure
silicon crystals for the Japanese
electronics industry, the development of PC plug-compatible NOT
instruments, computer software
and industrial
applications
of
carbon-fibre composite materials.
In addition, collaborative research
and service work are carried out
with industry within the fields of
biomedicine, materials research
and
evaluation,
environmental
assessment, mineral processing
and industrial design.

I Liver scan using 99mTc labelled Imaging agent
1 Laser isotope separation
I ANSTO's commercial software products
• Packaging a99mTc generator for despatch
jlCarbon fibre and kevlar composites, Including a flywheel designed for energy storage

Illawarra Technology Centre Limited (ITC)
The University of Wollongong is a modern, outwardlooking institution actively responding to the changing
industry profile of the Illawarra district. Approximately
one-third of the University's student body is drawn
from the Sutherland Shire. Directly, and via ITC, the
University has committed itself to a positive role in the
Lucas Heights Technology Park.
ITC operates as a non profitmaking public company under the
umbrella of the University. ITC has
been successful in bringing the
interests of the University
and
industry together in an on-campus
Incubation Centre and at other
commercial facilities.
ITC provides access to finance
and technology support as well as to
marketing, legal and management
advice. ITC has spawned a number
of commercial enterprises, including the Automation & Engineering
Applications Centre, the National
Engineering Information Service Pty
Ltd, ITC Bulk Materials Handling
Division and Controllex Systems Pty
Ltd.
Other related activities include an
industrial microwave applications
company and a strategic technology policy unit which has advised
governments on a number of
technology development issues.

CSIRO
There are four divisions of the
CSIRO represented at LHRL —the
Division of Energy Chemistry and
units of the Divisions of Energy
Technology, Materials Science and
Technology, and Mineral Engineering. These provide expertise in:
o unique analytical chemistry instrumentation for trace element
analysis of environmental, geological and biological samples;
« comprehensive chemical characterisation of organic materials
including elemental analysis GC
-MS, NMR and FTIR techniques;
• on-line and bulk analysis of coal
and mineral samples;
® energy systems analysis;
• acoustic emission analysis;
• mathematical modelling of pipeline networks and processing
plants;
» chemical process development
and optimisation;
• production of new and advanced
materials by modification of surface properties.
10
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Facilities and existing expertise are of only transient
value to new high technology ventures unless
accompanied by an expanding skilled workforce which
has the necessary know-how. To achieve this requires
an ongoing commitment to training at trade, technical
and professional levels.

Wollongong University grounds from Mount Keira
Laboratory scale studies form an integral part of process development
SparK Source Mass Spectrometer for multi-eler^ent analysis
Purification of monoclonal antibody fragments
WorKshop at ITC
ITC foyer
Deep level transient spectroscopy of semiconductor materials
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The Australian School of Nuclear
Technology (which is already at
Lucas Heights), the University of
Wollongong and other academic
institutions will cooperatively offer
selected
applied science and
engineering courses from a small
campus located in the technology
complex. Additionally, instruction
will be provided in the management
of R&D enterprises. ITC will ensure
that applied courses are practical
and that their graduates are
immediately productive in an industrial environment. The aim is to
develop a pool of young applied
graduates trained at the leading
edge of their chosen fields. Parttime studies will be offered and
encouraged so that students will be
available for employment by companies sited at Lucas Heights. It is
intended to develop a pathway
whereby a new generation of
embryonic technologist-entrepreneurs is recruited nationally to train
and work at Lucas Heights.

The Technology Estate and associated Incubator Facility
are to be operated by an independent company, initially
with two major shareholders:
*
»

The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation ; and
The Illawarra Technology Centre Limited.

ANSTO will grant the company a
long-term lease over the land
adjacent to the Lucas Heights
Research Laboratories. The company will approach institutions and
governments for financial support
to build the Incubator Facility.
Based on the concept of technology
transfer, endorsment has been
forthcoming from relevant Federal
and State bodies and from the
Sutherland Shire Council which is
assisting in planning the necessary
infrastructure.
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Accommodation — Layout
The park will be developed in a
low density rural style, landscaped
to produce an appealing highquality working environment.
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Incubator facility H

Companies setting up permanent
facilities may either lease land and
build their own structures or take up
space in multi-tenant facilities
offered in the park by private
developers. The management company will control all building and
landscaping by covenant and, in
order to maintain a first-rate
presentation, will disqualify any
prospective tenant likely to cause
pollution or nuisance.
Lease rates will be competitive
with those of conventional industrial
park developments.
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Site
Stage 1 of the Lucas Heights
Technology Park is to be located on
17 hectares between the northern
perimeter of LHRL and New
Illawarra Road.
For Stage 2, an additional 30
hectares will be brought into the
park as required.
Timescale
Initial development is expected to
commence in early 1988. The rate
of development will depend on
demand fot commercial space, but
an assessment based on current
market projections is that Stage 1
could be fully developed by 1993.
Supporting Facilities
There is a wide range of support
services and facilities available.
These include an extensive computer network based on an IBM
4381 with dial-in facilities, a technical library of 40000 books, 800
current periodical titles and 500 000
research reports, and access to
overseas databases. Also at LHRL
are a fully equipped photo-lab, a
small offset printery and a graphic
design studio.

Small
but
comprehensive
ancillary facilities are already in
place. There is a 22-unit motel,
canteen, credit union, reception
desk and lecture/conference theatre. Existing on-site recreational
facilities include:
« squash and tennis courts
« mini golf course
• gymnasium
• swimming pool barbeque area
• jogging trails

Design, photography, typesetting and
printing byANSTO, 1987
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Enquiries:
Commercial Services Section
Australian Nuclear Science &
Technology Organisation
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories
Private Mail Bag 1
Menai NSW 2234
Australia
Phone: Local: (02) 543 3111
International: 61 2 543 3111
Telex: AA 24562
Facsimile: 543 5097

This document has been prepared by ANSTO and ITC as part of a study being undertaken by Coopers & Uybrand for ANSTO and ITC to
determine the feasibility of establishing a technology park at the Lucas Heights Research Laboratories site. No comment or statement
within the document is intended to represent the final position of either ANSTO or ITC with respect to the proposed park.

